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My name’s John Edgar, I’m assistant headteacher at The Dean School, which is in Thundersley in Essex. 

Okay. Can you tell me a little bit about yourself, your home background, parents and schooling? 

Yes. My schooling, fairly standard schooling. I was brought up in this area, I haven’t always lived in this area, I moved away and came back again, but my home background was in the local area, went to the local schools, went to one of the local comprehensive schools, which is about four, five miles from here in Rayleigh. And fairly standard schooling background, went to the local sixth form college, then went on and did my degree in history and education, then started to teach and here we are [laughter] basically. But home background, I suppose my parents are fairly typical of this area in the fact that probably both of them came from what would today I suppose we would term as fairly standard working class backgrounds, one in South and one in East London and came out to live in Essex in the ‘50s. 

Can you remember anything about the way you were taught history at school? 





The special teachers who were good, what were the sort of things they were doing that really engaged you? 

Well I always remember Martin… As I say, he’s somebody I know well. I can remember his very large model of Newcastle Keep that was made painstakingly out of, probably quite un-PC these days, probably I think from cigarette boxes, the large… Not the small packets of cigarettes but the large boxes that cigarette packs used to come in. And this thing dismantled to show in quite some detail the interior of… Now I guess, well I know, that he was…this was his first teaching post, this was his first ever teaching job and he’d obviously come out from college and uni and what have you and this was probably a project he’d done as what we call today a PGCE student or, I don’t know, whatever was the correct parlance for those days. So I can remember that in detail. I can remember going out on visits and looking at local history; we went to the local church. There’s a motte and bailey castle, the remains thereof, in my local town, right in the middle of the town, so we did that. So yes there are certain particular things that stood out from there. I had a very talented teacher when I did my O level who was very good at engaging us and very good at questioning, very good at engaging us in questioning and getting us to formulate our own questions, something we spend a lot of time these days trying to get children to do, which is formulate their own historical questions, which she used to be able to do this effortlessly purely by… It’s the only way you got relief from writing huge amounts of notes and copying them off the board. If you could ask a good question that engaged her then she would stop long enough to answer that question so you could stop writing, so really it trained us to try and come up with as many pertinent questions as we possibly could. So she was very good at that…what I think is a key aspect of that dialogue that a good history teacher engages in. That was quite unusual then in the sense that most of… You know, it wasn’t unusual, when I say copying out notes, that was the usual fare for virtually every single O level that I did – that was what you did in class, you copied notes from the board. So her lessons were different in that respect because you knew you could stop doing that and she would engage you in questions and you’d almost be playing ‘question tennis’ in a sense, which was intellectually I think quite stimulating if I look back on it. 





O level, yes we did standard modern world affairs so early Russian history, Russian revolution, the New Deal of course, Nazi Germany; I think we did Mussolini, can’t remember now, I think we did a bit of Italian history, but fairly standard modern world affairs, sort of fare. 

So why did you decide to become a history teacher, what were the key influences on your choice? 

I suppose when I was at school I loved learning English and that was probably my favourite subject until I got into what was… the upper school and started doing my O levels and then decided that I actually loved history even more. So that was the point at which I suppose I started to develop a real liking for the subject and a fascination for the subject, and I suppose from that point onwards, when I …at sixth form I suppose I started to think about, in terms of careers… You tended to think quite early about careers in those days because it was basically… Your parents were, we’ll support you whilst you’re in full time education and once you’ve finished full time education you’re going to work, so it was a thought. And I suppose I had two things, my father had been in the services so one aspect, or one part of me, had ideas about joining up and the other part of me had ideas about teaching. I don’t know why teaching, I think possibly because I was quite… Some of my teachers were very personable, very good and it was something that appealed to me, and I quite enjoyed learning myself and therefore the idea of getting other people to learn with me was something that appealed to me. 

And you went to teacher training college did you? 

I did, yes. 













So when you went into your first job how long did it take you to feel confident in the classroom? 

Well, because I’d done a four year degree course and throughout that time we had done teaching practices throughout, I had to say probably far too confident already. I’d also had the advantage that my last school, where we did I think almost a term’s teaching practice, there was then a member of staff who was unwell who had to have some time off and I was able to go in on a weekly basis and teach, and I did a bit of PE teaching and I did a bit of history, that’s only because that’s what that person’s timetable was, which was quite good, and that was my first school. A job, not his job but somebody else’s job came up, they’d moved on at the end of that year and the head called me in one day and said, look this post is coming up, would you like to apply for it, along with the other hundred or so people who probably applied for it. I was very lucky enough to get an interview and get the job. So I was actually probably more confident than the normal NQT of today in the sense that I’d spend a, a lot of time teaching but b, I’d spent an awful lot of time teaching in that particular school, and I suppose the course that we were on gave you confidence in the sense that teaching was at its heart, in the sense that teaching practice was the most important thing in our degree, it was the only thing you couldn’t fail. You could fail anything else and resit it, if you failed a teaching practice you failed your whole degree. 

Did anyone do that? 

One or two people got close, not me I hasten to add. I can say that I struggled with some other aspects of my degree but not the teaching parts of it. But the other part of it was that it was very stringent and our supervisors came in without warning. So unlike today where you would know… You had to actually prepare every lesson as though you were going to be observed because you could be, and I suppose that gave you a sort of sense of confidence because you had to be able to… If you were teaching for a term you had to be able to do every lesson as though you were going to have it observed and so therefore it wasn’t any different from going in and doing it for real I suppose is the honest answer. But probably overconfident is the truthful answer [laughter].





Well I suppose A level really because it was the bit of my life that I’d found most difficult. I’d found the transition when I’d gone to studying A levels quite difficult - moving from a school to a sixth form situation hadn’t really suited me for all sorts of reasons anyway. So teaching A level for me was quite different because obviously there wasn’t a lot of age difference. I actually had an upper sixth that I inherited from the person who’d left so I was teaching people who were… I mean, I was what, 23, 24 and they were 18, 19, there wasn’t a great deal of difference. So that was very different because obviously in all my teaching practices, I mean, nobody ever let you loose with their sixth form when you were a student. So I’d been used to teaching mainly lower school. So I suppose just for the contrast… And also it was the nearest… It was pure history in the sense that in a sense you were teaching from… There weren’t any textbooks for A level at that point in time so you were teaching from the same texts that I’d used as an undergraduate and trying to translate those for A level students. So in a sense that was probably the most exciting challenge because it was something I hadn’t done, I hadn’t done it on teaching practice or anything else. 

Can I ask you about… Because you talked about the more exciting ways of teaching, SHP, did you actually teach your sixth formers in any way different to how you’d been taught at A level? 





Can you remember what syllabuses you were teaching before the national curriculum came in? That’s at that school isn’t it? 

Yes I can. We were teaching the American and Russian A level and I think it was AEB but I couldn’t swear to that, not that it probably makes a lot of difference but… My head of department taught the American history and I taught the Russian history so we just split them between us so we both had an upper and a lower sixth as we went through. Then at CSE and… This makes me sound really old, doesn’t it? At CSE and O level [laughter] we were teaching social and economic, and again I can’t remember the board but my guess it is was probably the same, it was probably AEB, but again I wouldn’t swear to that. 

And lower down the school what sort of thing did you do? 

Ah, lower down the school, this is where we had fun because that was my playground lower down the school is that… Basically, because I was head of sixth form and I was nominally the second in department… It was quite a large department, it was… we had about… Well we had at least four full time historians plus at least two members of staff who taught half a timetable. There was one teacher who taught economics, and obviously that was only taught at O level and beyond so his lower school timetable was history, and one lady who taught English and history so she had a split timetable. So we had the equivalent… But nominally the role I had filled was the second in department’s role, which was quite nice. So I had basically control over the lower school syllabus in the pre-national curriculum days and so I could do what I wanted with it, so basically I just put all the resources that I could find and anything else and experimented with doing source-based history. 

From Year 7 upwards?

Oh yeah, from Year 7… Well, it wasn’t Year 7 then it was the first, second and third years, yeah. 

Can you remember what sort of topics… Which materials were you using – the SHP…? 





So it wasn’t a chronological overview course? 

I think it probably ran roughly chronologically yes, I think I tried to keep a rough sort of chronology. I remember there being Saxons or something in Year 7 with the ‘What is history?’ thing and then… It’s a long time ago to remember exactly what we were teaching about. I do remember… I think Year 8 was probably that Tudor and Stuart bit and then probably in Year 9 we went on to do looking at 20th century. We did something on the First World War, we did a bit in depth project on the First World War in the 3rd year. I don’t think we did World War Two, can’t remember doing that. So anyway roughly that’s… So I think it ran roughly chronologically but I don’t think chronology was the guiding… I think the resources were the guiding sort of ways of what we went with. 

Were the pupil activities in the classroom a lot different as well? 

Yeah, I tried to make them a lot different. I can remember us trying to get students to take a lot of resources and work their way through sources and come up with conclusions based upon, in a very rough and rudimentary way, them trying to actually do what would today we’d call an inquiry as opposed to actually learning about things. So we’d have some key lessons on something to introduce it and then we’d try and open it up and get kids… I can remember them having piles and piles of books in front of them and trying to work their way through all these different things around particular questions as opposed to working through textbooks. 

And would they work in groups on those? 

Yes, so there’d be group work, there’d be individual work, there’d be pair work, yeah, that sort of thing, yeah. 

But given that obviously they were going to move up into O level or CSE, did you actually develop the skills for that as well? 





That brings us very neatly onto GCSE. So I mean, it introduced evidence work, it also introduced this idea of empathy into history teaching. So how did that affect your teaching? 

Yes, yes…Well by that time we were well into it because empathy was one of the big things that drove what we were doing in lower school, because a lot of the activities we were doing were fairly crude empathy type tasks that we would fairly shudder at today probably and that I wouldn’t do as crudely hopefully. But it was quite a large part of it, so put yourself in the shoes of Elizabeth I and how would… whatever it might be. So I think we were quite confident that we were going in the right direction. Secondly we also had an HMI visit from the chief HMI at the time, the chief history HMI. All Gloucester schools were given a history HMI visit I think, I don’t think we were just singled out for being completely poor. So he had been in and spent quite a lot of time with us and had spent quite a lot of time in my classroom and seemed to be unable to be able to hold a clipboard for very long and seemed to be very keen on team teaching. So I spent a week of my life with you know… And we got quite positive feedback about what we were doing in lower school so we felt fairly… By the time GCSE came along we did feel fairly confident that we were going in the right way, going in the right direction I think is how he’d given us our feedback. 

When your first cohort got their results did that prove you were correct? 

I don’t know, we didn’t seem to take much view about what the results were. I can’t ever remember sitting down and discussing what the results were like, we just did it and the results… I don’t think people really got very exercised about how many people actually passed or anything. We did with A level but not with O level and CSE or GCSE. But yeah I think the first set of GCSE results were better than what we’d had when we’d had the mix of CSE and O level but it was difficult to… It was difficult to make a comparison to be honest with you because you know CSE groups, particularly in the school… It was quite a difficult school in some respects, I mean, it was in the centre of Gloucester, it had a reputation for being quite a tough school. So the lower school, you got children then opting to do history. The CSE groups were… There wasn’t a great deal of emphasis put on the results, more about whether or not… Were children behaving and were they actually doing what they should be doing in the classroom and as long as that was going on then… And I supposed nobody really looked very closely at the results, we’d had an HMI visit, we’d got a clean bill of health, what more… 





Oh very much so. There was no data, there was no… People were starting to think about that. And after their results I had a brief sojourn outside of teaching for three years so when I came back into teaching after that I came back into a pre-existing national curriculum, which obviously the person who’d been sitting in my classroom had in the meantime in his spare time written [laughter]. 

So you then went to a City Technology College? 

I did yes, after, I say, a brief sojourn in publishing. And yeah, so I went to Kent to a much larger school to coordinate humanities, so a different sort of set of challenges. But we were starting to grapple with data big time, yes, value added even [laughter]. 

Most commentators agree that the national curriculum did have a big effect on history teaching, so in your experience did it have a big effect on your teaching and was it for the better or worse? 





Is that because of the attainment targets, because it specified what it wanted…? 













And did you manage to do it? 

Yeah, yeah. What we did was we kicked off our units of work with an integrated study. So for instance we had an old gunpowder mill at the end of the field, just in some overgrown bushes that nobody… It’s been all restored now, one of the about the three major gun producing places in Elizabethan England. So that was ideal because we could actually draw together our geography, which was our local map work and all the rest of it. There were some quarries that were now lakes so we could bring in the whole idea of looking at nature and... I don’t know how we managed to get RS in it, we managed to get RS in it somehow, some creative way. But the geography and the history, for instance in that project, were really easy to marry up. There was an integrated unit like that that kicked off each of the core units then they went back, they spent maybe a couple of weeks doing that and then they went off and did their geography and their history specifically. 

With specialist teachers? 









Why do you think that history was so much more popular with the children than geography? Was it the staff? 

I don’t know, I think it was to do with the school. The school was an amalgamation of an old school with new children in it so it had a mixture of members of staff from the existing school and members of staff who’d come in from all over the place, all the historians were from the new… new teachers and all the geographers were members of staff from the older school. And you know, it’s always greener on the other side of the fence as far as kids are concerned when it comes to option and it’s probably just that but it was the case that geography was not well considered, and it could have just been through the history of the school and all sorts of reasons. Geography wasn’t badly taught, you know it wasn’t a poorly taught subject. We all taught in the same suite of rooms so we all had access to the same resources and so forth in terms of physical resources in the faculty, so it was nothing to do with that, it was just a historical thing. 

And given that it was a CTC were the technology facilities really wizard? 

Yeah brilliant, yeah. We had a basement in which there was a machine in which they made £10 notes [laughter] so money was no… I’m not joking, I’d never taught in a school where money was literally no object. You wanted it, the cheque was signed; it was absolutely fabulous. I didn’t even have a budget, I didn’t even bother, it wasn’t a budget, it was just like have what you like. 

So what sort of things were you spending the money on? 

Well we had a… I mean, you know, we spent… I mean, I think they spent about £5 million putting in a new ICT system, and this is £5 million in 1991 – quite, you could probably buy two schools for that then. So we had a suite of computers at the end of our corridor, a room of 30 machines, brand spanking new state of the art for then, so we could use that whenever we wanted to. We had two classrooms knocked into one, which was called our forum, so we had a massive room that we could use for whatever activities we wanted to do. I can remember us having… We had a Roman market in there because we were studying the Romans and the kids brought in all their foods and what have you. And again that had ICT facilities in as well. We had ICT facilities in the classroom in addition to that, two or three machines in each room. Yeah it was quite different [laughter].









Well, I mean it was basically word processing and we had one or two programmes, sort of ancient programmes that we’d used, because we were teaching GCSE SHP by this time as well, so we had some programmes, I don’t know if you remember them, Wagon’s West [laughter]. Yeah, everyone remembers them. There were a couple of programmes in that ilk, there was one on the plague wasn’t there if you remember rightly. So we were trying to use the things like that as well. Remember these… I mean, compared to today these computers, you wouldn’t give it space on your desk today. So it was basically word processing. We also were experimenting with using things like Excel to put data onto to look at changes over periods of time. So we did a project on doing something, I can’t even remember what it was now but where we were using numerical data from something, which I can’t remember even what it was, where the kids were putting it onto Excel spreadsheets and then turning it into graphs and things so that they could then decide… It was something like cholera epidemics or something like that, I can’t remember exactly what it was, but it was something where you could put… It was easy to transpose in numerical data and then present it as a graph and then of course you could start to use that to help you make conclusions about whether the water was getting cleaner or whatever it was that we were doing. But we were starting to play around with those sorts of things as well. 

Did you have TV and video in every room? 

Oh yeah. Well, we had them on trolleys but we basically had TV and video in every room, there wasn’t… I can never remember a situation where I had wanted TV and video and couldn’t have it because somebody else was using it, there were enough that there was more than we needed, yeah, yeah.

And A level teaching, had that moved on as well? 









So what do you think now about the way in which history has gone, the revisions to the curriculum? 

Obviously the Dearing revision started to free up this content-led thing. I think in terms of… I think it’s the wider developments like AFL that give us the greatest scope because they take us away from… I mean, that terrible knocking out tick lists in the early ‘90s for progression, you know, what level were children at, ‘oh I don’t know, let’s just tick this box’. All that really has been, are the major issues. I think that a lot of the pedagogical journey that history teachers, or many history teachers took in the late ‘80s, early ‘90s…[Noise outside] I think they’re demolishing the school. No that’s all right, sorry, sorry….Where did I get to? 

Tick lists for progression.









If it was changed so that history was a compulsory element up to 16 would you think that would be disadvantageous, deleterious, for history? 





Do you use stories though? 





Thank you. I suppose attached to that is this thing about British history and chronology and national identity, which a lot of…. What the critics are saying is that they’re not in history at the moment, so are they or should there be more? 





So do you do…? 





Sad but true. 

I have to ask you about the pilot GCSE and how that’s worked in the school. 

It’s been brilliant, been very, very good. I could say that, I don’t teach it, I haven’t got to teach it, and that’s a good sign, that means that my colleagues love teaching it and they don’t want to stop teaching it because if they didn’t there’s plenty of other things for them to teach that they would want to teach and there’s plenty of other things on the curriculum that they could teach. But no they love teaching this particular… And one of my colleagues who said he was quite sceptical when it was brought in because he thought it was a bit dumbing it down, has said to me, ‘Not at all’, he says, ‘it’s just more accessible, the kids can access the curriculum but the standards that we’re applying are exactly the same’. 

What do you mean by more accessible? 

Well if you could… You tell me what the word describe means, just to juxtaposition the interview. 

To give all the available information you can. 

Okay, not according to some GCSE examiners it’s not, the word describe actually means analyse. Don’t ask me but I’ve got… I could dig out past papers with the word describe whatever it is on it and then the mark scheme, which has got level one, level two, level three, level four and level three is analyse this, level four is… Oh yes. And I’ve asked chief examiners, why are you using the word describe when you mean analyse? Oh the children should be able to work that out themselves. Oh. So if you say put on a blue coat today, does that mean I’ve got to put a green coat on? How am I supposed to work this out as the average 15, 16 year old child that actually you don’t really mean what you say? 









Is it something that would be difficult to replicate on a larger scale? 

No it would be easier to replicate on a larger scale because actually you’ve not got loads of people taking an exam all at the same time.

So they take the modules as they go along? 





Does that not help the following years? 

Should do, shouldn’t be any need. It doesn’t help the following years because to be honest with you any teacher worth their salt knows… I mean, I can give a child an answer to read, doesn’t mean that they then go away and construct their own answer. Remember these are longer pieces of work so it’s not like a short answer question. Yeah it would be if it was a [inaudible]…. but you’re producing longer pieces of work, you couldn’t really replicate it even if you read somebody else’s because also maybe the approach you’re taking is slightly different from the student the previous year because it’s personalised more to the individual student. So if I’m doing a report on a particular site investigation and I’m doing that in terms of a report to English Heritage about how this site should be managed, to the public, to protect the historical nature of the site, then actually I might be doing that in totally different ways to people who’ve done it before. There hasn’t been that problem here with delivering that, but the only issue they’ve got is I think those students on the grade boundary that sometimes move up or down, mainly down, when they feel those students have already met the criteria, and that’s something the exam board just needs to thrash out with them really. 

And have you had much more success with less able students with this new pilot? 





Just on a different question, I wanted to ask you whether history should have a moral dimension, and in particular relating to the fact that we have the Holocaust and the slave trade mandated on the national curriculum? 

I mean, I think emotive issues are our bread and butter aren’t they really as history teachers? I mean, yes, could you imagine not teaching about the Holocaust? And yes it’s emotive and yes there’s a moral dimension to it. We’ve had our Year 9s this year listening to Holocaust survivors coming in and talking to them. How could you not have a moral dimension to it? There’s a guy standing there with a number tattooed on his arm who’s just told you that he’s been to Auschwitz and described to you his journey there and what happened to him as a little child in a death camp. Of course there’s a moral dimension to it and we shouldn’t shy away from that. I know Christine Counsell has done a lot of work and SHP have done a lot of work on looking at emotive issues in history teaching. They’re incredibly difficult to teach, which is again another argument for not having everyone doing history or having one history, because you’ve got to be incredibly skilled in the classroom to handle those issues sensitively but at the same time deal with them in such a way that you can explore the different interpretations. You know, so why are there people who deny that the holocaust even took place, how can we explain that? And that is a question that children often come up with. I think that in terms of looking at the moral issue of them, I think it comes back ironically to that issue that we talked about right at the start with that sort of empathy issue in history is that it’s about teaching children to empathise rather than sympathise and know the difference between the two and understand that when they’re studying history that they can look at issues that have a huge moral impact and are… You can’t separate that out from them, but at the same time trying to engage with those subjects with a degree of objectivity and look at those subjects and try and think about them in terms of how does our language shape how we think of things. So we’ve done quite a lot of work with some students looking at loaded language, so we deliberately see a sort of banned… Okay we’re doing Hitler, right first lesson number one, anybody calling Hitler evil, that’s banned, the word evil is banned from this lesson, there’s no use of the word evil, so now you’ve got to come up with some other ways to actually articulate your understanding of Hitler’s views about race for instance. Now that’s actually quite interesting because if you take those emotive bits of language out of it students have to find a different language to explain their understanding, so then you put children… Then you take the next step and say, okay right now we’re going to hot seat and we’re going to have Hitler there and you’re going to be Hitler, all of a sudden you’ve got to be able to empathise because students are going to ask them questions about the final solution and you’re going to have to give Hitler’s answer, which is not going to be, no it’s a terrible thing and I really shouldn’t have done it. 





Absolutely you could, so it’s important that again it comes down to those viewpoints and those interpretations, it comes down to, how do you put that into context with a series of interpretations? So do you also have somebody else hot seating who will take a very different view? Do you do that in the context of them listening to a Holocaust survivor giving a different perspective? How do you place those different things into context? And you’d be surprised at how sophisticated the average Year 9 student can be when they’re thinking. My Year 9 students, I’ve got a middle ability group, I’ve not got a top group, middle ability group of children in Essex, have done some brilliant work this year on those sorts of issues and they are able to unpick it and they are able to make the distinction between… And actually in a sense get a greater understanding I think of things like the final solution because they’ve moved away from this evil thing, this one off thing, to a view of actually the causes… We can explain the causes of this event, we can unpick it and that might help us to understand it better and actually that might help us to understand how we behave and our part that we play in terms of, you know, these things continuing on in the world in which we live. So I think that my students surprise me continually in their ability to sometimes understand the most difficult topics and sometimes surprise me in their inability to get their head round some of the more straightforward things, that can be very frustrating, but that’s the joy of teaching [laughter]. 

When you talked about the importance of technology when you were working at the CTC, now you’re working here in a less technologically endowed situation, but does technology play a big part in history teaching today? 





Do you use an electronic whiteboard for presentations? 

We have very few of them, we have very few interactive whiteboards so we use projectors for presentations all the time, every classroom’s got those in it so we can do that. And there is a level that you can use that interactively and I’ve seen that done very well but there’s a limit that an electronic whiteboard would give you another step further. But you live within the world… History teachers are very good at adapting to what they’ve got and just because you haven’t got ICT doesn’t mean that the lessons can’t be engaging and exciting and different, to be honest with you. And there are areas in the school that are better endowed with ICT and if you talk to students, as I do as part of my student voice duties and research that I’ve done, actually the teaching is less engaging, less exciting, so draw your own conclusions [laughter]. 

We’ve talked already about the way in which vocational options are squeezing the time available for history, is that something that’s happening in the school here? 





And it tends to be the less able students that are choosing the diplomas and vocational options. 

No I think it’s a mix, I don’t… I think that’s gradually breaking down because I think a lot of the new diplomas… We’re starting the creative diploma this summer and I think that will appeal to students across the board… It’s actually a very good course, it sounds like a very, very good course. If you were thinking about going into media, if you were thinking about anything, then actually you’d be quite tempted to go for it. I know if I was a student of that age and I looked at that course I’d think, that actually sounds really quite good. You’re going to college, you’re doing some of those technical things, you’re able to access equipment that we don’t possess because you’ve got onto that and so therefore you’re going to go off to the local sixth form college that do have those facilities and you’re going to be able to access that on your course. I can see the attraction of that. 

But then are you limiting your opportunities at A level? 

Oh yes and I say that to students, you know, the less subjects you do… But to be honest with you, numbers speak everything. Once more students take those options the A level providers, the sixth form colleges, will adapt their courses to suit that because they’re not going to turn people away, they need to fill up their college to pay the bills so they’re going to merely adapt the courses they’re offering to match what students are coming to the front door with in terms of their qualifications. So the pathways… And I think that’s already broken down, I think the pathway planning anyway is now drawing together schools and sixth form providers anyway, they’re co-planning it, so I don’t think that will be an issue. It will be an issue for say A level history and A level subjects like history because I can see a lot of those colleges in future looking at whether or not the groups are too small to run those traditional A levels, and whether or not we move into a more flexible sort of curriculum where you have elements of say history within other wider studies. 

Finally, if you could choose any historical topic to teach what would it be and to what age group? 

Yeah, I looked at this and I thought, oh that’s an impossible question to actually answer. But I think… And I had lots to choose from and I thought, well I loved teaching Russian history at A level, social and economic history at A level is fabulous to teach, and then teaching about World War 2, my Year 9s… I’ve had a fabulous year, this Year 9, doing the 20th century, my Year 9 group have been absolutely superb. But I think if I was being absolutely honest and I think if you spoke to any of my colleagues they probably wouldn’t even hesitate, they would say, oh God yes, 1066 and the end of Anglo Saxon England and the early Norman period to Year 7 would probably be where he’s like a ‘pig in muck’ [laughter]. 

Thank you very much. 
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